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Abstract
Background: There has been many different treatments for adhesive 
capsulitis explored including physical therapy, manipulation under 
anesthesia, arthroscopic capsular release, corticosteroid injections, and 
capsular distention without consensus regarding the most effective 
treatment. Capsular distention has not been explored in a mid-term study. 
Therefore, this study aims to investigate the mid-term outcomes of the 
procedure and analyze the need for a second procedure following initial 
distention. 

Methods: This study included 27 patients with average age of 58 
diagnosed with stage II adhesive capsulitis. The primary outcome was the 
rate of second procedures in patients following initial capsular distention, 
utilizing both electronic medical record and direct patient questions. The 
secondary outcomes included patient satisfaction rating, range of motion 
(ROM) limitations, limitations on Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and 
time to follow up. 

Results: At an average follow up of 49 months, 78% of patients did not 
require a second procedure following capsular distention. The group 
that required second procedure had a significantly higher percentage of 
hypothyroid patients and a shorter time to follow up visits. Additionally, 
81% of the total cohort reported their outcomes as “good,” 74% had no 
ROM limitations and 89% had no limitations on ADLs. 

Conclusion: Capsular distention shows promising results for mid-term 
follow up with patient reported outcomes and over three quarters of 
patients not requiring a second procedure. Further research on the use 
of this treatment is warranted including randomized controlled trials and 
longer term follow up.
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Introduction
Adhesive Capsulitis (AC), commonly known as “frozen shoulder,” was 

first described in 1872 as a contracture of the glenohumeral capsule, loss of 
the synovial layer, thickening of the coracohumeral ligament, and fibrosis 
[1]. This condition impacts 2-5% of the population, predominantly middle-
aged women and individuals with diabetes, hypothyroidism, or a history of 
treatment for breast cancer [1-4]. Patients commonly present with pain and 
limited active and passive range of motion (ROM) [3]. AC is a progressive 
condition and can be broadly categorized into 4 stages. Stage 1 (Pre-freezing 
stage – pain usually at night, ROM limited), Stage 2 (Freezing stage – 
movement of shoulder causes pain, restricted ROM, lasts from 3 to 9 months), 
Stage 3 (Frozen stage – pain is reduced but stiffness remains, lasts from 9 
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to 15 months) and Stage 4 (Thawing stage – minimal pain, 
ROM improves until complete restoration.) [2,3,5,6]. This 
decrease in ROM along with the pain, greatly impacts the 
quality of life of patients, by affecting daily activities such as 
combing hair, dressing, and reaching into pockets [2]. This 
creates the need for effective treatment options which can 
provide long-lasting pain relief.

As of today, there is no common consensus in the 
treatment for AC. However, due to the self-limiting nature 
of this condition, conservative treatment is preferred as a 
first line treatment [3,4,6]. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatories 
(NSAIDs) and physiotherapy have demonstrated success 
in treatment [7]. However, the administration of NSAIDs 
alone has shown to cause additional side effects along with 
no significant improvement in joint mobility [8]. Moreover, 
physical therapy by itself has shown little to no effect on 
patient outcomes [7]. Hence, NSAIDs and physiotherapy 
are usually administered together but are not recommended 
after stage 1 due to their inability to provide long-term pain 
relief [3,9]. Image guided injections, including steroids or 
hyaluronic acid, are also commonly utilized in early stages 
of the disease and have shown positive results [2,5,10]. 
However, corticosteroid injections have not proved to be a 
suitable treatment option. This is due to the ineffectiveness 
of the injections 6 months after their administration, and the 
onset of additional side effects in female patients, such as 
facial flushing and menstrual bleeding [11,12]. 

If patients continue to experience persisting symptoms 
after conservative treatments, surgical intervention is 
recommended [13]. Historically, manipulation under 
anesthesia is done to rupture the capsule from humerus [14]. 
However, use of this procedure is reducing due to the risk 
of humeral fracture, neurological injury, and vascular injury 
[3,14]. Arthroscopic capsular releases are more commonly 
utilized. This procedure is effective at improving pain and 
ROM longer term and allows for concurrent evaluation of 
other structures [3,5]. However, differing surgical outcomes 
and improvements, along with the possibility of injury to the 
axillary nerve, has led to variation in the surgical approach 
and protocol, preventing the establishment of a common 
consensus [15,16].

Capsular distention consists on injecting saline into the 
glenohumeral joint until the joint capsule bursts [3,17]. It is 
a simple technique that can be performed in the office [18-
20]. Complications such as afterpains, numbness and nausea 
may rarely occur, but they have been reported as mild and 
self-resolving [21,23]. This procedure has showed to improve 
pain, function, and range of motion in the short term (around 
3 months), in patients with stage 2 AC [9,14]. But, the mid-
term outcomes of this procedure have not yet been reported 
[9,14]. Therefore we have decided to conduct a retrospective 
study evaluating the outcomes after 1 year of capsular 
distention in patients with stage 2 AC.  

Methods 
Study design

This retrospective cohort study was performed at a 
single private practice affiliated with the Hospital for Special 
Surgery (New York, NY). We reviewed all electronic medical 
records of patients diagnosed with stage 2 AC that received 
a capsular distention procedure between January 2016 and 
July 2021. Patients were identified using electronic patient 
tracking systems. The inclusion criteria for this study were: 
18 years of age and a diagnosis of stage 2 adhesive capsulitis. 
Moreover, upon receiving the capsular distension procedure, 
capsular rupture was confirmed in all cases using dye pre 
and post-distention rupture under fluoroscopy (Figure 1). No 
complications such as muscle atrophy or discoloration were 
seen. Patients were excluded if they had bilateral capsular 
distention or glenohumeral osteoarthritis. Data extracted 
included age, sex, height, weight, BMI, date of procedure, 
affected shoulder, any noted medical conditions, and any 
other surgeries or procedures done to the shoulder. The 
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) was also evaluated for 
evidence and notes indicating glenohumeral osteoarthritis to 
determine eligibility. 

Physician notes were reviewed for the most recent follow-
up post-capsular distention at least 1 year after the procedure. 
The physician routinely noted whether the patients had ever 
been diagnosed with diabetes, hypothyroidism, or any other 
chronic medical conditions prior to the procedure. They 
were also asked whether they were pre-menopausal, post-
menopausal, or unsure at the time of their procedure.  

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the incidence of future 

procedures, which was directly evaluated through the 

Figure 1: Photos pre-distention and post-distention under 
fluoroscopy.
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EMR and physician notes. The secondary outcome was 
patients´ satisfaction as reported by the physician, based 
upon a questionnaire filled by the patient after 1 year of the 
procedure. The satisfaction questionnaire is included in the 
supplementary files.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed to identify correlation 

of demographics with incidence of future procedures using 
a Pearson’s chi-squared test and a paired t-test where 
appropriate. A p-value below 0.05 was considered significant. 
The statistical analysis was carried out using SAS version 9.4.

Results
Twenty-seven patients were included in the final analysis 

(Table 1). A large majority of the patients identified as female, 
with more of the women being post-menopausal. Additionally, 
almost one quarter of the patients had hypothyroidism. There 
were not enough diabetic patients (n=1) to analyze. The mean 
time to follow up of the population was over 4 years. 22.2 % 
of the cohort received another procedure and 77.8 % did not 
(p = 0.0039) (Figure 2). The procedures done were second 
capsular distentions (n=2), injections including lidocaine 
and corticosteroids (n=3), and large joint arthrocentesis 
(n=1).  The demographic characteristics of the patients 
in both groups did not differ significantly except for in the 
number with hypothyroidism and the length of time between 
the initial capsular distention and follow up. 66.7% of the 
second procedure group and 9.5% of the no second procedure 
group identified as having a diagnosis of hypothyroidism. 
Hypothyroid patients were more likely to get another surgery 
(p < 0.05). Moreover, the time between the initial capsular 
distention and the follow up visit was longer in the no second 
procedure group (53.2 months) than the second procedure 
group (34.3) (p<0.05) (Table 2). The risk of needing a second 
procedure increases over time (Figure 3).  After around 34.3 
months, the survival does not decline.

Patient reported outcomes at follow up showed 81% 
reporting their outcomes as good, 15% fair, and 4% poor (p < 
0.001) (Figure 4). Additionally, 74.07% reported no range of 
motion limitations at the time of follow up and 88.9% reported 
no limitations on performing activities of daily living. There 

Figure 2: There was a statistically significant difference in the 
number of patients that received another procedure following their 
capsular distention (22.2%) as compared to those who did not 
(77.8%) (p < 0.05).  

Figure 3: The risk of needing a second procedure increases over 
time.

Characteristic Study Population (n=27)
Age (years) 57.7 ± 9.20

BMI 23.6 ± 5.53

Sex (F) 22 (81.5%)

Time to Follow up (months) 49.1 ± 19.2

Hypothyroid (%) 22.2

Pre-Menopause (%) 40.9

Post-Menopause (%) 59.1

Table 1: Demographic characteristics of population.

 Second 
Procedure

No Second 
Procedure P-value

Participants (%) 6 (22.2%)  21 (77.8%) 0.0039

Age (years) 58.5 ± 10.4 57.5 ± 9.11 0.41

BMI (kg/m2) 25.3 ± 4.33 23.2 ± 5.84 0.23

Sex (F) 5 (83.3%) 17 (81.0%) 0.64
Time to Data Collection 
(Months) 34.3 ±10.8 53.2 ± 19.6 0.017

Hypothyroidism 4 (66.7%) 3 (9.5%) 0.0098

Pre-menopausal 3 (60.0%)  6 (35.3%) 0.32

Post-menopausal 2 (40.0%) 10 (64.7%) 0.46

Table 2: Comparative Demographics.

was no significant difference between the second procedure 
group and the no second procedure group with regards to the 
patient reported outcomes (p>0.05).

Conclusion 
To our knowledge, this is one of the only studies examining 

long term patient outcomes post-capsular distention procedure 
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for stage 2 adhesive capsulitis. Amongst the patients included 
in this study, the majority were post-menopausal females. 
It was seen that most patients (77.8%) required no second 
procedures after the first capsular distention. Moreover, 
patients that did receive a second procedure averaged a time 
to follow up of under 3 years while those who did not get a 
second procedure averaged 4.5 years. This was likely related 
to the need for follow up for those still experiencing pain 
and range of motion deficits. Additionally, the Kaplan-Meier 
survival analysis indicated that after 45 months, there was not 
a change in survival defined as the probability of needing a 
second procedure. This indicated that most patients who will 
receive another procedure may need it prior to 4 years after 
initial capsular distention. 

The long-term effectiveness of this treatment is further 
supported by patient-reported outcomes, since most patients 
reported “good” outcomes, no deficits in the range of motion, 
and no difficulties with activities of daily living. An interesting 
finding of this study was that a higher proportion of patients 
that required a second procedure following their capsular 
distention were reported as hypothyroid. This warrants 
investigations into clinical outcomes of adhesive capsulitis in 
patients with comorbidities such as hypothyroidism.

 Similar studies focusing on the effectiveness of capsular 
distention for AC have observed a significant improvement 
in the ROM and pain relief in patients. However, the greatest 
improvement in ROM and pain relief was seen in patients 
that received a steroid injection in addition to the capsular 
distension [23-26]. Hence, further research is required to 
investigate the effect of intra-articular steroid injections on 
adhesive capsulitis.

Although other treatment options such as physical 
therapy, acupuncture and surgical interventions do exist, 
capsular distention has shown the most promising results for 
patient outcomes including pain, satisfaction, and range of 
motion at an extended time point. A prior study analyzing 
outcomes of physical therapy, the current first-line treatment 

for adhesive capsulitis, showed that 7% of patients underwent 
manipulation and/or arthroscopic capsular release and 90% 
of the patients indicated a satisfactory outcome after almost 
2 years [27]. The study did not focus on rates of second 
procedures such as injections and capsular distention to 
directly compare with the findings of this study. Another 
study demonstrated that 50% of patients, also managed with 
physical therapy, reported either pain or stiffness and 60% 
had a deficit in shoulder range of motion at an average follow 
up of seven years [28]. Moreover, acupuncture treatments, 
which are used for other musculoskeletal conditions, have 
shown little promise in treating AC. The use of this treatment 
remains largely speculative [18]. This shows that capsular 
distention may have better outcomes than physical therapy 
and acupuncture, but further studies need to be conducted to 
directly compare interventions. 

Currently, surgical interventions such as Manipulation 
Under Anesthesia (MUA) and arthroscopic capsular releases 
are recommended if conservative treatments are ineffective. 
An open surgical release is another treatment option, but its 
prevalence has decreased in recent years owing to the possible 
risks and the availability of other safer procedures [15,29]. 
MUA involves mobilization of the joint under anesthesia. 
Although this procedure has yielded satisfactory results, its 
effectiveness in comparison to capsular distension remains 
uncertain [16]. Moreover, the possibility of requiring recurrent 
procedures, and the risk of iatrogenic complications, reduces 
the benefit of this procedure [30,31]. Arthroscopic capsular 
releases are also utilized in patients if MUA proves to be 
ineffective. Despite showing promising results, the variation 
in the surgical approaches and probability of nerve injury 
associated with the procedure, has prevented the formation of 
a standardized surgical protocol [15,32].

One of the main limitations of our study was that a 
validated questionnaire was not utilized for the collection 
of the data. Although the questions used in our study were 
standardized, future studies should seek to utilize validated 
measurements such as the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, 
And Hand (DASH) and goniometry for specific range of 
motion reporting. Moreover, the addition of a comparison 
group would enable us to directly analyze improvements as a 
result of this procedure. Additionally, the inclusion of a larger 
randomized pool of patients from different clinics would 
reduce any bias and may also enable the discovery of other 
significant differences between the two focus groups. 

Overall, capsular distension is a long-lasting and 
minimally invasive procedure which has shown to alleviate 
the symptoms of adhesive capsulitis. Given the clinical 
outcome metrics and subjective reports of patients in this 
study, the long-term therapeutic efficacy of this procedure is 
promising. Furthermore, the application of this procedure in 
combination with other forms of treatment warrants further 
exploration.

Figure 4: There was a statistically significant difference in the 
number of patients that reported their outcome as “good” as 
compared to “fair” and “poor.”
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